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Q1/ A: (10 points)

Supporting (maintaining) a legacy software system is very difficult, explain why.

B: (15 points)

Giving reasons for your answer, based on the type of system being developed, suggest the most appropriate 
generic software process model that might be used as a basis for managing the development of the 
following systems:

• A system to control patients' blood pressure.
• An online student portal, which has a built-in presentation (powerpoint-like) program.
• An application marketplace (like, Apple Appstore, Google Play Store and Chrome Web Store).

* * *

Q2: (25 points)

The following is an excerpt taken from a Software Requirement Specification (SRS) document:

“A new registered user should have a limited set of functionalities. The web application should not 
depend on any proprietary plug-in. Loading the web application should be blazingly fast. The 
application should have a way to send messages to friends. Its background colour should be 
customizable.”

In the above paragraph:

• Find two ambiguous requirements. (10 points)
• Extract the possible functional and non-functional requirements. (15 points)

* * *
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Q3: (20 points)

Almost any bank supports transferring money from an account to another account, draw the activity 
diagram for this scenario.

* * *

Q4/ A: (15 points)

You are developing an application for an aircraft company, users can purchase 2nd class tickets or business 
class tickets. A business class ticket has all the advantages of 2nd class tickets, plus some extra features. 
What is the best design pattern to use here? Show it in code.

B: (15 points)

The following interface violates one of the SOLID principles, identify it and re-write the code to obey the 
principle.

class PriceCalculator{
public double totalPrice(Part[] parts){

double total = 0.0;
for(int i=0; i < parts.length; i++){

if(parts[i] instanceof Motherboard)
total += (1.45 * parts[i].getPrice());

else if(parts[i] instanceof Memory)
total += (1.27 * parts[i].getPrice());

else
total += parts[i].getPrice();

}
return total;

}
}

Good Luck
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